Conductive-probe atomic force microscopy as a characterization tool for nanowire-based solar cells
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**Abstract**

The photonic properties of nanowires advocate for their utilization in next generation solar cells. Compared to traditional devices, the electric scheme is transformed from a single into an ensemble of pn junctions connected in parallel. This new configuration requires new schemes for the characterization. We show how conductive-probe atomic force microscopy, C-AFM, is an essential tool for the characterization and optimization of this parallel-connected nanowire devices. With C-AFM it is possible to obtain both surface topography and local electrical characterization with nanoscale resolution. We demonstrate topography and current mapping of nanowire forests, combined with current-voltage measurements of the individual nanowire junctions from the ensemble. Our results provide discussion elements on some factors limiting the performance of a nanowire-based solar cell and thereby to provide a path for their improvement.

**Introduction**

Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) are promising for photovoltaic applications due to their superior light absorption with respect to their thin film counterparts [1–7]. The needle-like morphology of NWs is also advantageous for the extraction of the photo-generated carriers via a radial p-n junction design [8,9]. Today, experimental efficiencies of NW ensemble solar cells are still lower than the record values for planar solar cells [10–12]. Van Dam et al. recently achieved a record conversion efficiency close to 18% for 0.09 mm² area of InP NWs-based solar cells [13]. These devices were fabricated using nano-imprint lithography and a top-down approach, etching down nanopillars on an InP substrate with a p-n junction. This approach guarantees the uniformity in size and electrical properties within the ensemble, although it limits the devices to an axial junction configuration. Moreover, it does not provide a path to save expensive and non-abundant elements such as indium. For a more efficient utilization of resources, NWs should be obtained in a bottom-up approach and on foreign substrates [14].

One of the major challenges in bottom-up NW ensemble solar cells is achieving perfect uniformity over the whole surface area as the individual NW p-n junctions are connected in parallel. The main concern is that the electrical properties of the NW ensemble device may be limited by the lowest performing NWs of the ensemble. So far, there is no experimental evidence of how low-performing nanowire pn junctions affect a solar cell device made of a nanowire ensemble. It is thus necessary to correlate the individual electrical characteristics of single NWs with the overall device. Only in this way it is possible to progress swiftly in the technology and to determine the factors that significantly affect the performance of the NW ensemble device. So far, to obtain this information, single NWs have been first detached from the substrate and then singularly contacted to perform electrical measurements. This process requires a long nanofabrication process [15]. In addition, the NW is isolated and positioned horizontally on a substrate, thereby strongly changing the light absorption conditions [16]. Finally, the influence of the interface and band-alignment between semiconductor NW and a foreign substrate (e.g. GaAs on Si) cannot be addressed by this technique.

Conductive-probe atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) is a powerful current-sensing technique for the characterization of conductivity variations in resistive samples. C-AFM can simultaneously map surface topography and current distribution of samples by applying a constant voltage between the scanning conductive tip and the sample surface.
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The main appeal of C-AFM is the possibility to access local conductivity information down to the nanoscale and, at the same time, to explore significantly large areas of the sample surface during the scanning process [17,18]. This enables, in the specific case of NWs forest, to have single wire resolution but on a statistically significant number of NWs. C-AFM has been widely used to characterize single NWs but without luck in terms of linking morphology and electrical properties [19–23]. The main issue in the case of standing NWs is the big roughness of the sample that makes challenging a proper tracking of the surface and thus a reliable mapping of the sample conductivity.

In this paper, we demonstrate the use of C-AFM for individually characterizing electrical properties of self-assembled GaAs NW p-n junctions standing on a doped Si substrate on which they were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). In addition, we compare the obtained data from C-AFM with standard current-voltage (IV) measurements of single NW and ensemble solar cells by probe station. When operated in contact mode, the lateral-resolution of C-AFM is set by the contact area between AFM tip and sample. By choosing sharp probes and appropriate scanning conditions, reliable conductivity measurements are systematically obtained and standing single NWs resolved. To limit the roughness of the sample, the NWs forest was embedded in a polymeric transparent matrix, so that only the top of NWs is reached by the AFM tip. The individual photovoltaic properties of the MBE-grown NW ensembles are inhomogeneous in terms of electrical properties and that up to half of the NWs can be electrically inactive. The IV characteristics on a statistically significant number of wires are obtained. The individual properties are compared to the statistically averaged properties of the ensemble. This allows us to address the limitations of the NW ensemble device. We prove C-AFM to be a fundamental technique in the analysis of NWs ensemble solar cell structures, particularly in the case of samples obtained by self-assembly growth where more inhomogeneity in the NW properties is expected. We provide a quantitative link between the single wire and the ensemble device performance. This link is fundamental for the optimization of the fabrication process.

2. Material and methods

2.1. GaAs NW growth

In this work, radial p-i-n GaAs NWs were grown on 2-in. p-doped (111) Si substrate by MBE using self-catalysed vapor-liquid-solid method (VLS). By optimizing growth parameters and thickness of native oxide on Si substrate, self-assembled GaAs NWs were grown vertically with desired geometrical properties [24]. This method allows for the growth of large area ensembles of NWs without using lithographic processes. First, p-GaAs NWs were grown using standard growth conditions, reported in [25], with addition of Si as dopant. The same Si flux used for the doping of the core leads to a nominal doping concentration of $10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ when calibrated with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) on (100) GaAs substrates. Next, the growth conditions were switched for the shell growth by decreasing the temperature and increasing V/III ratio. This facilitates growth on [110] side facets and intrinsic GaAs shell of the thickness of 100 nm was grown. Finally, 30 nm of n-GaAs was grown using Si as dopant [15]. The nominal doping concentration was $5 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ in that case. The morphology of the samples was characterized with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Images of the samples can be found in Supplementary information (SI – Fig. S1).

2.2. NW ensemble device preparation

After growth, the NWs were embedded in a polymer matrix – polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or SU-8, obtaining a flexible transparent thin layer. In the case of PDMS, the as-grown sample was covered with the polymeric solution by spin coating technique. To enhance the adhesion between polymer and the NW ensemble, the curing agent to base ratio was increased from standard 10% up to 20%. Due to the high density of NWs, the PDMS solution was diluted with Hexane (1:6) to decrease the viscosity of the solution. A 3 ml drop of the mixture was placed on the sample and spun at 4000 rpm for 60 s. The sample was then cured in the oven for 2 h at 80 °C to enable the hardening of the PDMS layer. Finally the PDMS surface was etched in a SF$_6$ plasma for 5 min to expose the NWs tips and thus enable electrical contact. In the case of SU-8, GM1040 SU-8 photo-epoxy was spun on the as-grown sample at 1000 rpm for 45 s and cured with 1 min UV light and 5 min on a hotplate at 130 °C. After the curing, 1 min oxygen plasma etch was performed to remove SU-8 residuals from the NW tips.

Finally, the front and back contacts were fabricated, so that the radial p-i-n GaAs NW ensemble could also be used as a solar cell. Front contacts were produced by RF sputtering a transparent 200 nm thick Indium tin oxide (ITO) film at room temperature (RT) with a rate of 18 nm min$^{-1}$ and 15 sccm of Ar and 2 sccm of O$_2$ gases. A 200 nm DC sputtered film of Al was used as a bottom contact to the p-doped Si substrate which was preliminarily dipped in buffered HF solution to remove native oxide. To facilitate the electrical probing, a Ti/Au (10/100 nm) contact frame was electron-beam evaporated on the sample through a hard stencil mask. It is worth noting, that for C-AFM measurements, the top contact was avoided in order to eliminate any influence of the surrounding NWs on the IV measurements.

2.3. Conductive-probe atomic force microscopy

Fig. 1 shows C-AFM setup (A) and the SEM image (B) of the GaAs NW ensemble sample. The NW array has been fabricated with the same process flow as the solar cell, only the top contact is missing so that the individual IV curves can be recorded. C-AFM measurements were performed using two different AFM equipment: the ORCA module of a Cypher-S AFM and the C-AFM module of a Bruker ICON system. In the first case, we used internal light-emitted diode (LED) lamp to determine the photo-response of NWs in ensemble and analyse behaviour of NW p-i-n junctions under different applied voltage. The IV statistics of NW p-i-n junctions were collected with the Bruker ICON system. To illuminate the sample, an external light source from a quartz tungsten halogen lamp was introduced into the AFM set-up through an in-built optical microscope. Due to the internal losses inside optical system, the total light intensity was much lower than 1 sun. The exact spectrum and measured light intensity can be found in SI (Fig. S3-1). The aluminium back contact of the sample was attached to a standard metal disk with conductive epoxy glue. The electrical connection between the metallic disk and the voltage supply was obtained using the tools and procedures described by the AFM provider [26,27]. For the electrical measurements, solid Pt tips were mounted on the cantilever holder. The exact procedure of measurements and details on AFM tips are given in Supplementary information (see Fig. S3). Standard imaging (not electrical measurements) was performed in Amplitude Modulation using the same machine but with the normal cantilever holder and standard AC240TS tips.

2.4. Standard device and single NW electrical measurements

The IV measurements of the NW ensemble device were performed by contacting the samples with 2-points custom-made needle probe station, equipped with a source meter unit used as a voltage source and current meter. The series of IV measurements were obtained first in the dark and then under light illumination using a one-sun simulator. The
In order to validate the C-AFM method, we also provide electrical measurements of the single NW, detached from the substrate and contacted horizontally. For the contacting, we followed the procedure described by Colombo et al. [15]. Shortly, after detaching the NW p-n junctions from their native Si substrate [28–31], the active surface of the measured device corresponded to 13.9 mm². An optical image of the ensemble device as well as an SEM image of the single NW device can be found in SI (see Figs. S2 and S4, respectively). IV measurements were performed both in the dark and under 1-sun illumination. In order to extract the ideality factor (n) and series and shunt resistances (R_s and R_sh), we fitted I-V curves using the 1-diode model (more Supplementary information in SI – Fig. S5).

Fig. 2A depicts the electrical characteristics of the NW ensemble solar cell. The open-circuit voltage (V_OC) of the NW ensemble device is 0.24 V, a value much smaller than those found in GaAs solar cells (thin film GaAs – 1.122 V [12], NW array – 0.923 V [32]). The short-circuit current density (J_SC) of 12.5 mA/cm² is far below the predicted maximum of 28 mA/cm² as well. We can calculate the average short-circuit current from each NW (I_SC), which is the measured J_SC from the NW ensemble device IV divided by the number of NWs in 1 cm². Therefore, on average, each NW generates I_SC of 25 pA, which is an order of magnitude lower than previously reported elsewhere [1]. The ideality factor of the full device is 2.56, which indicates possible tunnelling through internal barriers or additional recombination pathways at the interfaces that will be explained further.

Comparing the single and ensemble devices, there is also one and two

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of C-AFM setup (A) and SEM image of GaAs NWs embedded in polymer matrix (B). The sample for C-AFM measurements is electrically connected to a metallic disk and a bias between the Pt probe and the sample is applied while scanning the surface. The piezoelectric tube enables fine movements in the three x-y-z directions. An external light source is mounted in the AFM enclosure. The light beam with a calibrated power is impinging on the sample. The scale bar is 2 µm.

Fig. 2. NW ensemble device (A) and single NW (B) IV measurements. In both cases the measurements are performed first in the dark (black curves) and then under 1-sun illumination (red curves). The current density in the case of the ensemble device is 12.5 mA/cm², while for a single NW 18 mA/cm². Series and shunt resistances (R_s and R_sh) are at 4.2 and 46.9 Ω cm² for the ensemble device and 0.04 and 447 Ω cm² for a single NW.
orders of magnitude difference in \( R_n \) and \( R_s \) respectively. We attribute this difference in the electrical properties to the lack of GaAs/Si heterojunction in the single NW scheme, as opposed the NW ensemble device obtained on a Si substrate and that can induce a barrier at the interface. Here below we outline in more detail the different causes of the discrepancy between single and ensemble device characteristics:

- Electrical contact configuration: in the single NW configuration ohmic contacts do not need to be transparent. As a consequence, there are less restrictions in the material choice and ohmic contacts are more easily obtained. Since in the NW ensemble configuration the top contact must be as transparent as possible, the device can suffer from increased series resistance as compared to a direct Pd-Au contact. Contacting through the substrate might also provide some additional series resistance and a hetero-barrier due to the valence band discontinuity between GaAs and Si [33].

- Dielectric environment: in the NW ensemble device we find that the polymeric matrix can eventually be charged. The electrostatic interaction with the matrix affects the electrical properties of the ensemble device, especially when compared to the single NW configuration.

- Difference in the light distribution within the NW core: the single NW is lying on the surface while NWs in the forest are standing and illuminated from above. This results in significantly different absorbance [16,34].

- Intrinsic high inhomogeneity of the NWs due to the growth process.

- Presence of the non-active NWs in the ensemble device: some of the NWs could be in an open-circuit configuration. For example, during the fabrication process, few NWs can bend and break or are partially covered by the polymer. If this is the case, the corresponding area does not contribute to the overall photocurrent.

It is challenging to understand in more depth the limitations of the system by means of the traditional characterization methods. The issue of the non-uniformity of the NWs grown by VLS method was addressed in case of GaN NW LED structures by Limbach et al. [35]. The NW-to-NW fluctuations in series resistance lead to broad range in current density between them, resulting in preventing some of the NWs to emit light. Also, in the use of NWs for photoelectrochemistry experiments, it was observed that the photovoltage of the NW array photoelectrode is highly affected by the worst-performing NW [36]. Our original approach here consists of addressing some of these issues in our devices in a more systematic way by C-AFM.

### 3.2. Conductive AFM: morphology and current maps

Current mapping and single NW IV measurements were performed by C-AFM. We performed measurements in the dark and under illumination by using: a) an in-built calibrated LED lamp; b) a light source from a sun simulator. The sample for AFM measurements was obtained with the same growth conditions as NW ensemble device, as described in experimental section.

#### 3.2.1. Surface morphology and light sensitivity

We start by comparing the topographic resolution that SEM and AFM can offer (Fig. 3A and C). We then determine the number of light-responsive NWs in that area by C-AFM. For this, we measure the same area by SEM, topographic AFM and C-AFM.

To find the same area of the NW ensemble in the different set-ups, a gold grid was evaporated onto the surface (see in Supplementary information – Fig. S3-2). In Fig. 3A and C the exact same 5 × 5 µm² area of the surface is presented by respectively SEM and AFM. As a reference, we highlight identical NWs with a circle and coloured arrows. From both SEM and topographic AFM it is possible to clearly recognize the wires that protrude from the surface. We count a total of 42 wires for this scanned area. Next, we performed C-AFM on the same area. With the purpose of revealing the percentage of photo-active nanowires, we illuminated the sample with a white LED while applying a zero voltage between the tip and the sample. A more precise characterization with a calibrated lamp is shown in the last part of the paper (Section 3.2.3). Fig. 3B corresponds to the 3D topography image of a GaAs NW ensemble overlaid with the current map (at 0 V under light) performed by C-AFM. The area between NWs is not conducting, being an insulating polymer. All NWs, being connected to the back contact, should ideally provide negative current (photocurrent) at zero bias and under illumination. The measurement in Fig. 3B reveals that not each NWs exhibits photocurrent and thus not all of them are working as a p-n junction in the ensemble. Strikingly, almost half of the NWs display an absence of the photo-current (see white arrow). Interestingly, there is a factor 2 difference when comparing the average photocurrent obtained with the characteristics of the NW ensemble and the functioning single NWs (25 pA vs 50 pA).

#### 3.2.2. Scan regime – current map

Current mappings can also be performed while applying a bias between tip and sample. An example of this kind of measurements is presented in Fig. 4. Here, the same area of the sample (topographic image Fig. 4A) is scanned several times in contact mode while applying different voltages between the tip and the sample (see Fig. 4B-E). The sample was illuminated with the internal LED lamp of the system to facilitate the experiment. The colour scale in C-AFM is set so that for NWs exhibiting different IV characteristics, one observes different grey scale values. Negative values of the current correspond to the generation of a photocurrent, while positive values to the light emission conditions of the diodes [37]. This kind of measurement allows an estimation on the level of homogeneity of dozens of NWs. In addition, by changing the applied voltage a rough estimate of the open-circuit voltage of the NW ensemble device corresponding to the explored area can be obtained. For example in Fig. 4D, most of the NWs are not detected in the current map for an applied bias of 0.5 V (the position of a NW is indicated by a red circle). Still, some of them show either a positive or negative current (see for example the indicated blue and green circles in Fig. 4D).

From this set of measurements it is clear that, not only some of the NW p-n junctions are actually light sensitive, but that there is also a wide diversity in terms of electrical characteristics of the p-n junctions that work as photodiode. In particular there is not a unique value for the open circuit voltage but rather a distribution. The value measured in the ensemble device will thus be related to this distribution. In case of parallel connection of all NWs in one device, the current values of each NW are added to provide total current, but open-circuit voltage value is strongly affected by the lowest values.

In addition, analysis of the current maps at different applied voltage shows that the light passive NWs are still electrically active (at least, part of them). This result points to the existence of additional leakage channels for NW ensemble solar cell, which in turn reduces the device performance.

It is worth to note that the effect of the tip on electrical measurements under the light should be mentioned. One could expect shadowing or improvement in the light coupling due to plasmonic effects, depending on the incident wavelength. This is a much more complete study that we intend to perform in a follow-up study.

#### 3.2.3. Single NW current-voltage measurements and ensemble properties

Unlike the previous experiments, single NW IV measurements were performed using a Bruker ICON system and introduced an external light source through the built-in optical microscope. The spectrum of the introduced light can be found in Supplementary information (see Fig. S3-1). It is worth noting that the light intensity in the C-AFM was checked for being large enough to provide a fully saturated \( V_{oc} \). By probing the top of the single NW with the AFM tip, we can measure the individual IV curve of each p-n junction separately. In order to illustrate...
the inhomogeneity in the sample, we extracted the IV curves from 50 NW p-i-n junctions over 4 surface areas of 5 × 5 µm² found in the same sample as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 5, the Voc distribution is shown and it ranges from 0.25 to 0.6 V. While most of the p-i-n junctions provide a high Voc around 0.5 V, a very small number of junctions underperform with Voc values as low as 0.25 V. While one may think that a NW p-i-n junction with a small Voc may underpin the overall Voc of the device, its contribution may become insignificant. The Voc corresponds to the voltage at which the total current of the device is null, and in a parallel-connection configuration it can be described as:

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} I_i(V = V_{oc}) = 0 \]

where \( n \) is the number of NWs, and \( I_i \) – current of i-NW at \( V = V_{oc} \). This equation highlights the importance of the ensemble measurements and the impact of an underperforming NW junction.

In the inset of Fig. 5, we show examples of IV characteristics of two individual junctions from our statistical sample along with the calculated output of what would be a device with all the 50 junctions connected in parallel (more details in Supplementary information – Fig. S6). Strikingly, the overall performance is not as dramatically affected by the underperforming junction as one may initially expect. The reason relies on the shape of the individual IV characteristics. In particular, we observe a large series resistance in the individual cells that improves with illumination intensity (see curves under different illumination conditions in Supplementary information – Fig. S3-3). This most probably comes from the p-doped core and the presence of a barrier at the GaAs/Si hetero-interface. This heterobarrier is also reflected by the large ideality factor of 5.96. We plan to further investigate the role of the interface between GaAs NWs and the Si substrate as it can seriously affect the integration of III–V solar cells on Si.
Thanks to the large series resistance, the rise in current at forward bias (i.e., $V > V_{oc}$) is not as sharp as in ideal diodes. As a consequence, the small number of poor performing junctions is being able to easily compensate for the photocurrent of the other individual parallel junctions.

We have calculated the effective open circuit voltage of the combined IV characteristics of the 50 NW devices. We obtain $V_{oc} = 0.5\, V$ for the area investigated with the C-AFM. This value is much higher than one obtained in the NW ensemble device ($0.24\, V$). We believe that this discrepancy is due to the due to small number of NWs with low $V_{oc}$ for the investigated areas and the large series resistance coming from the tip contact and the lower illumination intensity. In addition, it is possible that the NW ensemble device also exhibits losses from a non-optimized fabrication process such as leakages around the edges and through the non-photoactive NWs, which could also limit the performance of NW ensemble solar cells. In any case, the C-AFM technique allows us to identify high quality areas that could derive in highly performing devices. Since C-AFM is non-destructive method and can be applied directly before the fabrication of the top transparent contacts.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the use of C-AFM to characterize the individual electrical properties of nanowire p-i-n junctions in an ensemble solar cell device. We obtained the statistical characteristics and a quantified measure of the inhomogeneity spread in the large ensemble. Our method provides the link between the individual NW and the NW ensemble solar cell performance and the importance of homogeneity in the overall device performance. We also show that few poor-performing single NWs may not have a dramatic effect on the ensemble device characteristics, but rather localized leakage paths. By comparing IV curves of NWs connected to or detached from the substrate, we illustrate the influence of the interface barrier GaAs NWs and the Si substrate, as well as the top transparent contacts. These results indicate some of the drawbacks of using self-assembly growth approaches for solar cells. Optimizing fabrication process and quality of the NWs in the ensemble is the path towards utilizing this technology in terrestrial photovoltaics, and C-AFM a valuable non-destructive tool towards this accomplishment.
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